Objectives: If neuroplastic changes in aphasia are consistent across studies, this would imply relatively stereotyped mechanisms of recovery which could guide the design of more efficient noninvasive brain stimulation treatments. To address this question, we performed a metaanalysis of functional neuroimaging studies of chronic aphasia after stroke.
In studies investigating transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) or transcranial direct current stimulation as treatments for aphasia, stimulation targets are typically selected by examining each subject individually using fMRI or TMS. [1] [2] [3] These approaches create barriers to efficient treatment, and may be unnecessary if mechanisms of residual language function and recovery in aphasia are consistent across patients.
Aphasic patients activate both hemispheres during language tasks in functional neuroimaging studies. Activity in the left hemisphere (LH) is thought to support residual function and recovery. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The role of the right hemisphere (RH) is less clear. RH activity may support recovery if homotopic areas take over functions of lesioned LH nodes, 5, [9] [10] [11] [12] even if they are computationally less efficient. 8, 13 Alternatively, the RH may limit recovery if its processing is dysfunctional, 14 or if transcallosal projections from the RH inhibit the LH. 6, [15] [16] [17] It is likely that some RH areas support recovery while others interfere, 2, 18 and others play no causal role.
To evaluate the consistency of neuroplastic mechanisms across patients, it is important to localize stable activity across methodologically diverse studies. If aphasic patients activate new brain areas in the same experimental contexts as control subjects activate normal language nodes, this would imply a homologous role in language processing for these new areas. We used activation likelihood estimation (ALE), a validated, quantitative neuroimaging meta-analysis method, [19] [20] [21] to assess mechanisms of adaptation in aphasia by comparing brain activity of patients with chronic aphasia to that of normal control subjects across a variety of experimental contexts.
METHODS Identification and selection of articles.
We searched PubMed, PsychINFO, and references of recent articles for fMRI or PET studies employing language tasks in patients with chronic aphasia after stroke and healthy controls. For inclusion, articles must have reported 1) results specifically in stroke-induced chronic aphasia; 2) activity for aphasic subjects and controls separately using the same tasks/analyses; 3) standard 3-dimensional coordinates. The ALE analyses only included direct task-vs-baseline contrasts with the lowest level control condition reported (e.g., verb generation vs rest, rather than verb generation vs repetition). The functional homology analysis included all available contrasts. Coordinates were converted to Montreal Neurological Institute space.
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Datasets. Twelve articles met the inclusion criteria, with 319 activation foci from 105 aphasic patients and 267 foci from 129 control subjects (e-references and table e-1 on the Neurology ® Web site at www.neurology.org). A total of 16 unique tasks were used, with 22 unique analyses of these tasks. The ALE analyses included 224 task-vs-baseline foci from aphasic subjects and 197 foci from control subjects. Approximately 70 patients were nonfluent based on heterogeneous classification methods across studies. Severity of aphasia varied, but all subjects were able to participate in language-related imaging tasks. To examine the impact of lesion location on activity, we split the aphasia dataset into a group of patients with lesions involving inferior frontal cortex (IFϩ; n ϭ 65; approximately 62 nonfluent), and a group with lesions sparing it (IFϪ; n ϭ 40; approximately 32 fluent). Inferior frontal lesion status was extrapolated from published text, figures, and tables. Case series data were split subject-bysubject. Groups with a majority of inferior frontal lesions were included in the IFϩ list, and groups with a minority were included in the IFϪ list. This method assigned 90/105 patients correctly. The small proportion of misassignments should not impact results because significance required agreement across multiple studies.
As an illustrative example, study 1 compared 3 patients with nonfluent aphasia due to inferior frontal strokes to 4 agematched controls using fMRI.
14 Brain activity when subjects named pictures in the scanner (task) was compared to activity during visual fixation (baseline). Controls activated classic LH language areas. In contrast, aphasic subjects activated perilesional LH areas plus RH equivalents of the lesioned language areas. This activity was included in the main ALE analysis. Correlations between naming activity and item variables (e.g., age at acquisition) were reported for both groups, and included in the functional homology analysis. ALE analyses. ALE is an objective, quantitative, validated metaanalysis method that identifies brain areas at which colocalization of activity occurs across studies beyond what is predicted by chance. 21 Coordinates of peak activity in published articles ("foci") serve as the data. The uncertainty in localization of foci is modeled as Gaussian probability fields. 21 The union of probabilities across studies yields voxel-wise activation likelihoods (ALE values), which indicate the level of agreement in location of activity across studies. Gaussian widths are calculated from sample sizes based on the relationship between N and localization uncertainty. 19, 23 We used an ALE algorithm unbiased by differences between studies in the number of foci or experiments (GingerALE2.04, BrainMap.org). 23 Significance was tested as described by Eickhoff and colleagues 19 against the null hypothesis that localization of activity is independent between studies, with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.01, and a cluster extent threshold of 100 mm 3 . Clusters and peaks were considered significant only if 3 or more studies activated them in task-vs-baseline analyses. 24 Studies that reported a focus within 2 SD of localization uncertainty from an ALE peak were considered to have activated that location. These 2 SD kernels capture 95% of foci corresponding to each ALE peak. AAL atlas anatomic labels were assigned.
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Functional homology analysis. For each peak in the aphasia ALE maps, we identified corresponding control ALE peaks, which we hypothesized the aphasic areas would function like. For each LH aphasia peak, we chose the nearest control peak with the same anatomic label. If a differently labeled control peak was closer by Euclidean distance, we selected it also. For each RH aphasia peak, homotopic control peaks were identified by left-right reversing coordinates and following the same selection rule as above. Next, we determined which analyses activated each ALE peak location using the kernel method described above.
The functional homology assessment compared an aphasic ALE peak to a corresponding control peak, determined the agreement between them in terms of the unique analyses that activated both or failed to activate both, and calculated the probability that the observed agreement occurred by chance. For each control ALE peak, we tallied a list of analyses that activated that location and a list of analyses that did not. For a corresponding aphasia ALE peak, we tallied the agreement in terms of analyses that activated the area and those that did not. The probability of equal or greater agreement between an aphasia list and a control list was calculated as the product of 2 cumulative binomial probabilities, one giving the probability of agreement among the analyses active for controls, and one giving the probability of agreement among analyses not active for controls. To confirm these calculations, we performed 5 simulations, each comparing 5 million random aphasic activation lists to a different control ALE site. The binomial probabilities matched the simulated probabilities to within 0.00025. Probabilities were converted to Z scores. Significance was determined using an FDR q of 0.05 multiple comparisons correction.
RESULTS

Controls.
The ALE analysis of the control dataset revealed an expected network of LH cortical activation likelihoods associated with various language and motor processes (table e-2; figure 1 ). Corresponding to the preponderance of speech production tasks, much of the activation likelihood was in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) with peaks in the pars opercularis (POp), triangularis (PTr), and orbitalis (POrb). The left posterior middle temporal gyrus (pMTG) also demonstrated significant activation likelihood.
Aphasic subjects. The ALE analysis of all patients with aphasia demonstrated a bilateral distribution of activation likelihoods representing areas of consistent activity across multiple studies. This network included spared areas of the normal LH language network, LH areas outside the normal network, and RH areas that mirrored the LH network in controls (table e-2 and figure 1). Like controls, most activation likelihood was in the IFG, although bilaterally for aphasic subjects. For this reason, we focus our attention on the IFG below. Subanalyses of the IFϩ and IFϪ groups demonstrated that left inferior frontal lesions resulted in greater likelihood of right IFG activation (figure 2).
In the LH, ALE clusters that overlapped spatially with clusters in the control map (i.e., normal language nodes spared by lesions) were also functionally homologous to them (PTr, POp, and pMTG). Among clusters that did not overlap spatially with control clusters, and hence represented recruitment of areas outside the normal language network acti- Activation likelihood estimation (ALE) maps in all aphasic patients and control subjects
Control ALE clusters are in blue-green scale, and show left hemisphere language and motor activity. ALE clusters for the group of all aphasic patients are in red-yellow scale. Significant areas in ALE maps represent locations at which peak activity is highly likely to occur in functional imaging experiments, not functional activity per se. ALE maps are overlaid on the standard Colin brain in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, using a false discovery rate q ϭ 0.01 critical threshold, and minimum cluster size of 100 mm 3 . Slices are in radiologic orientation, with the corresponding MNI Z coordinate.
vated by these tasks, some were functionally homologous to nearby control areas (POrb, anterior insula) and others were not (middle frontal gyrus). RH clusters in the aphasia maps were homotopic to LH control clusters to within 10 mm, except in the insula (12 mm). Different patterns of localization and homology were identified in different subregions of the right IFG. A right ventral POp cluster in the overall group (52, 20, 2) was active regardless of lesion site (3 studies in each group, nonsignificant in each group alone) and was functionally homologous to the control subjects' left POp. The dorsal right POp and the right POrb were present in the IFϩ map, but not the IFϪ map, and were homotopic and homologous with their LH counterparts in the control map. A right PTr cluster in the IFϩ map was closely homotopic with a LH control site (4.9 mm), but was not functionally homologous to it. The IFϪ group produced only one small right anterior PTr cluster, which was homotopic to a secondary IFϪ left PTr peak (6 mm) and coactivated in the same studies.
We developed interpretative algorithms to infer putative recruitment mechanisms for areas identified in the aphasia ALE maps (figure 3). Based on these algorithms, different compensatory mechanisms ac- 
Algorithms used for interpretation and schematics of main results
counted for different areas consistently recruited by aphasic subjects. The summary schematics in figure 3 illustrate the main results. DISCUSSION We quantitatively compared the brain activity of aphasic patients to that of controls across a variety of language-related tasks. This method allowed us to infer neuroplastic mechanisms in aphasia recovery, but not to identify specific language processes performed by particular areas. As such, we focus our discussion on general mechanisms of recovery rather than specific language functions.
The first main finding is that the network of brain regions recruited by chronic aphasic subjects is consistent across methodologically diverse imaging studies. This network is composed of spared areas of the normal LH language network, new LH nodes, and RH nodes that are homotopic to normal LH nodes. This consistency supports the notion that therapeutic brain stimulation targets might be selected based on group-level evidence. Still, patient-specific factors must result in differential recruitment from individual to individual. We were able to show that the recruitment pattern systematically varies based on lesion location, but further investigation is needed to identify other important patient-specific factors.
Second, the response properties of different areas activated by aphasic patients suggested different compensatory mechanisms. Regional differences in connectivity, inhibitory connections between nodes, 26 and differences in the degree of lateralization between processes 27,28 provide a basis for differences in mechanisms of recovery depending on which part of the network is disrupted.
In the LH, we identified consistent activity among aphasic subjects in both anterior and posterior language regions that overlapped spatially with those of controls, representing activity of patients whose lesions spared these sites. Although distant lesions can cause network disruption that alters activity in spared nodes, 29, 30 the spared sites identified here retained their normal role based on our homology measure.
Consistent aphasic activity was also identified in LH areas outside the normal network identified in control subjects. The aphasic POrb and anterior insula sites, which did not overlap spatially with control clusters, likely represent cortical sites in which activity was augmented to compensate for lesioned nodes. The anterior insula was recruited by patients with left inferior frontal lesions and was activated under the same experimental conditions as the normal POrb. This pattern implies that the anterior insula assumed functions of the POrb when it was lesioned. Note that the right POrb was also homologous to the normal left POrb in IFϩ patients, suggesting that 2 alternate nodes were needed to compensate for the lost left POrb, possibly due to computational inefficiency of the alternate nodes. In contrast, activity in the left POrb site recruited by aphasic subjects, which was anatomically distinct from the control POrb site, only occurred in the patients without inferior frontal lesions, in whom it functioned like the normal control POrb site. Thus, lesions sparing the IFG entirely resulted in a shift of activity from the typically active part of POrb to an alternate site capable of serving the same role in language processing. This might occur due to deafferentation of the preferred POrb node by distant lesions or due to a subtle change in computational demands as new strategies for language processing are adopted by aphasic patients.
Aphasic clusters that did not share functional homology with control areas, like the left dorsolateral prefrontal (middle frontal gyrus) cluster, may reflect an increased reliance on supporting cognitive functions, like executive control of working memory, that are not heavily taxed during simple language tasks in normal control subjects. 31 The meta-analytic findings in the RH demonstrate that across a variety of experimental conditions and patient characteristics, RH areas recruited by aphasic subjects are mirror images of LH areas recruited by normal healthy subjects for the same tasks. Although some studies report RH language activity in controls 32, 33 that may play a causal role in some language processes, 34 none was consistent in controls across the studies examined here. Thus, the RH activity found here for aphasic subjects cannot be explained on the basis of normal recruitment of the RH.
In general, the right IFG was more reliably recruited when the left inferior frontal cortex was lesioned, but this differed between subregions of the IFG. Two different areas of the right PTr were recruited dependent on lesion location, and the function in both was unlike that Careful consideration of the response properties of areas identified in the aphasia activation likelihood estimation (ALE) analyses suggested reasonable hypotheses regarding the specific adaptive mechanisms to account for the activity. We interpreted the areas identified in the aphasia ALE maps algorithmically based on localization of activity relative to normal control activity, functional homology to corresponding normal control sites, and relationship of activity to lesion location. of the normal left PTr. In contrast, the right dorsal POp was recruited specifically by patients with inferior frontal lesions, and functioned like the normal left POp, implying a possible compensatory takeover of the function of the lesioned node. Overall, these findings suggest that different mechanisms likely account for functional activity in different parts of the RH aphasic language network.
The functional role of the right posterior IFG (including POp) in aphasia recovery was initially suggested by Barlow, 35 who reported the case of a boy who developed aphasia after a LH stroke, recovered language function, and then had a recurrence of aphasia after a second small stroke to the right posterior IFG. Evidence that inhibitory TMS to the right POp disrupts naming in chronic nonfluent aphasic subjects supports the functional role of the right POp in aphasia recovery. 2, 18 Dorsal stream phonologic processes, in which the POp are involved, 36, 37 may be relatively less lateralized compared to word level semantic processes. 27, 28 Evidence suggests that the right POp plays a causal role in phonologic processing even in normal subjects. 34 It may then be well suited to sustain recovery of phonologic language functions when the function of the left POp is impaired.
In contrast, inhibition of the right PTr with TMS enhances naming and propositional speech performance in some chronic nonfluent aphasic subjects, 2, 6, [16] [17] [18] suggesting the right PTr impairs some language functions in these patients. The lack of a relationship between the function of the right PTr and that of the left in our analysis suggests that the right PTr is truly dysfunctional with respect to language processing 14 or that it plays a role in a completely different cognitive process than the left PTr. For example, if injury to the left PTr causes increased activation of the right PTr through a release of interhemispheric inhibition, 8, 38 the overactive right PTr may impede language production through an exaggeration of its normal role in response inhibition. 39 The current analysis is not able to discern the specific role of the right PTr, but confirms that its function is fundamentally different from that of the left in aphasic patients and warrants further investigation.
The functional homology analysis allowed us to infer reasonable hypotheses regarding why aphasic patients activated specific areas based on whether they were involved in similar functions to normal language areas. Still, the simple presence of activity for a given task does not necessarily imply normal computational efficiency, so homologous areas discussed above may not function exactly like normal language areas in healthy subjects, even if their basic role in language processing is similar. The interpretation of activity becomes simpler (although not unambiguous) if only correct responses are considered, but only one study here did so, resulting in typical bilateral activation patterns in the task-vs-baseline comparison. 40 Another study directly compared correct and incorrect responses, finding that most right IFG activity occurred during incorrect trials. 14 Other causes of aphasia might result in different adaptive mechanisms, so conclusions here are limited to stroke-induced aphasia. Since neural adaptation in aphasia changes over time, 5 these findings also cannot be extrapolated to acute or subacute aphasia. We elected to include any aphasia type or language task, but due to the few studies available we were unable to determine whether activation patterns and adaptive mechanisms vary based on these factors, which they almost certainly do. Some studies were excluded due to restrictions of the ALE method (e.g., standardized coordinates were not reported). We also excluded unpublished data because readers would have no way to verify that these experiments were valid. Including these studies could have reduced the homogeneity between studies and changed our results.
The goal of this analysis was to gain a broad perspective on residual and recovered language functions in aphasia by considering the anatomic and functional relationships between brain activity of aphasic subjects and controls across a variety of experimental conditions. Collectively, the results suggest a pattern of adaptation after lesions to LH language networks that involves retention of function where possible, anatomic shifts in LH processors when needed, and regionally specific variation in the mechanisms of RH recruitment that depends on lesion location. Localization and recruitment patterns are consistent across studies, providing support for targeting brain stimulation across populations of aphasic patients who share similar attributes, like lesion location. Further research will be needed to confirm the efficacy of this strategy, and to define the relevant patient-specific factors that impact target selection.
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